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RESOLUTION T-15824. PACIFIC BELL (U-I00I-C). ORDER 
ADOPTING WITH MODIFICATIONS THE CO-CARRIER 
INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT BETWEEN PACIFIC BELL AND MFS 
INTELENET OF CALIFORNIA 

BY ADVICE LETTER 17819, FILED ON NOVEMBER 20, 1995. 

I. SUMMARY 

This resolution approves with modifications the co-carrier 
interconnection agreement (PB/MFS contract) between Pacific Bell 
(Pacific) and MFS Intelenet of California, Inc. (MFS) filed in 
Advice Lettel."' (AL) Number (No.) 17879. The mOdifications make 
any rates subject to adjustment pending Commission disposition 
of rates in the local competition proceeding (R.95-04-043! 
1.95-04-044) and the Open Access and Netwol.-k Architectul-e 
Development (OANAD) proceeding (R.93-04-003/1.93-04-002). The 
contract is modified to comport with a prior agreement between 
Pacific, ~FS and other parties regarding the rates for local 
transport of switched access, adopted in 0.95-12-020. 

Protests to Pacific's AL No. 17879 were filed by the California 
Telecommunications Coalition (Coalition) and the Commission's 
Division of Ratepayer Advocates (DRA). 

Pacific filed AL No. 17879 on November 20, 1995, l.-equesting 
approval of a co-carrier interconnection agreement between 
itself and MFS. The major provisions of the agreement include: 

It allows immediate interconnection of MFS and 
Pacific networks for the exchange of local calls 
in a seamless manher. It calls for the use of 
"one-""'ay" trunk groups and establishes ffilltually 
agreed to meet points for intel."connection. 

MFS will match the Commission approved "rating 
al.'eas" for the rating of local and toll calls in 
Pacifie's serving area. MFS wiil have access to 
NXX codes, and Pacific Will not chat"ge MFS fbi.' 
opening these codes in Pacific's switches. 
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MFS will jointly provide switched access to alloW 
customel-S and interexchange carries to complete, 
or originate, toll calls over the MFS and Pacific 
networks. Revenues from switched access will be 
shared based on industry standards. 

Pacific and MFS agreed to reciprocal compensation 
for local traffic at a rate of $0.0075 per 
minute. Rates comparable to Pacific's switched 
access rates will apply for the completion of 
intraLATA toll calls, and a rate of $0.0087 per 
minute applies to calls completed through interim 
number portability services. 

Pacific will allow access to a number of its 
support services including E911, directory 
assistance, directory listing and call referral 
services. The contract also covers 900/976 and 
certain operator functions. 

Resale of Pacific's unbundled loops (links) is 
permitted beginlling April 1, 1996. Prices are 
established foi.- business and l-esidence loops . 
based on geographic zones in Califortda. Pacific 
and MFS have agreed to 110n-recurl-ing charges and 
the coordination process for installing loops. 

Intel-1m numbel- portability is provided through 
Pacific's Directory Number call Forwarding 
Service (DNCF) at a ra~e of $3.25 per month. 
Non-recurring charges for DNCF have been agreed 
upon. 

The contract is for 2 years and allows for extension if amenable 
to both parties. 

I I • BACKGROUND 

In Decision (D.) No. 95-07-054, the Commission authol.-ized those 
facilities based competitive local carriers by the Commission to 
begin offel ... local service January I, 1996. In that decision the 
Commission established initial rules for both the incumbent 
local exchange carriers and the competitive local carl-iers 
(CLCs) foi..' a variety of issues including interconnection. The 
Commission allowed 

" ..• in those cases where CLCs are able to reach 
mutually agreeable terms and conditions for 
interconnection including compensation, the 
negotiating parties are free to execute such 
interconnection agreements without need for 
Commission- imposed 1-ules on tel-ms and conditions." 
(P. 37) 
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In the same decision, the Commission established criteria that 
interconnection agreements must not be unduly discriminatory nor 
anti-competitive. The co~~ission directed that approval of such 
contracts should be sought via advice letter. On November 20, 
1995, Pacific filed AL No. 11879 l-equesting approval of a 
co-carl'ier interconnection agreement under the authority of 
0.95-01-054. 

Subsequent to Pacific's filing, the Commission adopted 
additional criteria governin~ interconnection and related issues 
ill 0.95-12-056. In that dec1sion, the Commission allowed 
pal.-ties to negotiate interconnection agreements and pl.-ovided the 
parties with preferl"ed outcomes in the event disputes arose in 
negotiations or breach of contract claims were made public. An 
expedited appi-oval process for approving interconnection 
agreements was adopted for agl-eements that addtessed the 
intel.-connection issues i.·esolved in 0.95-12-056. Agreements that 
contained provisions not resolved in 0~95-12-056 or prior 
Commission decisions could be filed under the normal approval 
process contained in General Order (G.O.) 96-A. 

III. PROTESTS 

Protests to Pacific's AL No. 17879 were filed on December 11, 
1995, by the Coalition; and on December 13, 1995, by DRA. 

Pacific and MFS separately responded to the protests on December 
19, 1995. 

The Coalition argues that the PB/MFS contract contained in AL 
11819 is excessive in scope and fails to comply with the 
Commission's rules and orders. The Coalition contends that the 
excessive breadth of the PB/MFS contract is illustrated by its 
treatment of NXX Codes, tlnbUlldled loops, call termination 
charges and switched access rates. The Coalition also argues 
that the PB/MFS contract shOUld not act as a public poiicy 
template for resolving issues pending in R.95-04-043/I.95-04-
044. DRA supports theai.~guments in the Coalition's protest and 
stresses that the PB/MFS contract is (1) anti-competitive in its 
assignment of unbundled loops (.Hso known as 1tltercontlector 
capacity) I (2) discriminatory in the assignment of NXX codes aild 
(3) fails to disclose imp6rtant elements of the deal between 
Pacific and MFS contained in the "Companion Agreement". The 
"Companion Agl"eement U was attached to the Coalition's protest 
and represents common positions Pacific and MFS have agreed to 
take on inceritive regulation, local competition and related 
matters. 

The Coalition contends that O. 95-07-054 invited carriers to 
negotiate an agreement solely concerning the interconnection of 
networks. By going beyond this limited scope, the Coalition 
believes that the PB/MFS contract attempts to address and decide 
most of the issues awaiting decision in the local competition 
docket. . 
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The Coalition contends that MFS is given preferential access to 
certain scarce resources that are necessary for all CLCs to 
compete, namely NXX codes and unbundled loops. According to the 
Coalition, the PB/MFS contract allows MFS to obtain an NXX code 
in every exchange or rate center area MFS plans to offe~ local 
exchan~e service. The Coalition contends that there are not 
suffic1ent NXX codes to allow all CLCs to take advantage of this 
approach. In addition, the Coalition argues that Pacific is 
p'roviding these codes to l-1FS for no charge when Pacific had 
propOsed to charge CLCs $22,000 for each NXX code. ORA contends 
that Pacific, in its capacity as the California Code 
Administrator, has indicated that it will charge all other 
carriers who wish to open NXXs. Consequently, ORA believes the 
deal puts all other CLCs at a disadvantage in relation to MFS. 

The Coalition and DRA also claim that the PB/t-tFS contl."act makes 
unbundled loops available to MFS on a p:teferential basis. The 
Coalition argues that other CLCs have been denied access to 
unbundled loops despite efforts before the commission and in 
direct negotiations with Pacific to obtain them. ORA also 
expressed concern that the PB/MFS contract has locked in 50\: of 
Pacific's interconnection capacity foi.- MFS. DRA is unconvinced 
by Pacific's assertions that Pacific could make unbundled loops 
available to mOl.'e than one carrier Ulldel.~ the same tei..-ms it has 
MFS. 

The coalition's pl.-otest argues that the PB/MFS c6titl.-act attempts 
to override the Commission's decision concerning mutual traffic 
exchange or IIbill and keep" by establishing a per call 
compensation rate for local traffic. 

The Coalition asserts that the PB/MFS contract includes customer 
specific, below tariff switched access rates which violate the 
IRD Decision (D.94~09-065), the local transport restructure 
settlement (D.95-12-020) and section 453 of the Public utilities 
Code. According to the Coalition, the IRD decision does not 
allow Pacific to enter into customer specific contracts for 
Category I services, such as switched access. The PB/MFS 
contract also provides for a customer specific contract for 
"local tl."anspoi:.-t"';tel.-mination" a service for which Pacific agreed 
to forego contracting flexibility in D.95-12-020. Filially, the 
Coalition contends that by charging MFS a lower rate for 
swi.tched access than it charges other carriers, the PB/MFS 
contract is discriminatory. . 

The Coalition also lists a series of reasons why any agreement 
between Pacific and MFS should not sei:.-ve as a precedent fOl
deciding issues pending in the 16cal competition pl"oceeding. 
The Coalition argues that MFS has unique circumstances based on 
its focus on business customers in lar~e cities which make some 
aspects of the PB/MFS contract appropr1ate for MFS but 
inapprop'l'iate for other CLCs planning to serve a larget' market 
including residential customers. The Coalition also·lists a. 
number of terms of the PB/MFS contract which may not satisfy 
other CLCs. Accordi.ng to the Coalition, the PB/MFS contract 
should not sel.-Ve as precedent because: (1) MFS intellds only to 
serve business customers in downtown areas of large cities, not 
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residential customers, (2) NFS has agreed to compensate Pacific 
for local call termination, (3) MFS has agreed to an interim 
local number portability l.-ate in excess of Pacific's costs, (4) 
MFS has agreed to pay rates which are high and deaveraged, (5) 
MFS agreed to unfavorable collocation terms, (6) MFS agreed to a 
number allocation system which would exhaust available telephone 
numbers, (7) MFS agreed to pay a tandem switching charge in 
excess of Pacific's costs, (8) MFS has "settled" issues in which 
it has no interest or is not a party, such as intraLATA equal 
access. 

DRA contends that the Companion Agreement is material to the 
Commission's consideration of the PB/MFS contract because it 
obligates MFS to support Pacific's ~olicy positions in a number 
of pending proceedings. The Coalitlon argues that the totality 
of the deal between pacific and MFS can only.be understood by 
examining the Companion Agreement together with the PB/z..1FS 
contract. 

On December 19, 1995 both Pacific and MFS responded to the 
Limited Protest of the Coalition and the Protest of DRA. Both 
Pacific and MFS contested each of the assertions made by the 
Coalition and DRA. Pacific contends that the PB/MFS contract is 
a product of the type of negotiation the commission has 
consistently urged during the local competition proceeding. MFS 
argues that, contrary to the protests of the coalition and DRA, 
the MFS/PB contract (1) is pl.-opel' in scope, (2) docs not impede 
the implementation of general rules and (3) does not give MFS an 
unfair competitive advantage. 

Pacific and MFS argue that the PB/f.~FS contract is not too broad 
in scope.. Pac if ic a l-gues that the Commis s ion • s orders do not 
limit agl.-eements to the intel"COnnection of networks at the 
exclusion of other issues. Pacific asserts that the Commission 
did IlOt limit the scope of intel.~carrier agreements and has 
consistently encouraged parties to negotiate intercarrier 
issues. MFS contends that, "the1~e is i10 reason to ascl."ibe such 
a narrow interpretation to the term 'interconnection' as that 
proposed by the Coalition." (MFS Response, at 6) Later in its 
response MFS asserts that the-items included in the PB/MFS 
contract, namely facility architecture, numbering issues, 
meetpoint billing, etc., are typically included in agreements 
bet\l,'een LECs in California and between LECs and CLCs in other 
states. 

Pacific refutes the Coalition's assertion that the PB/MFS 
contract gives MFS preferential treatment with. respect to 
numbering resources by indicating that it is willing to offer 
such resources to any carrier under the same terms as the 
agreement with MFS. Pacific further indicates that it has 
modified its position from charging for opening NXX codes to 
allowing for- a SUi-charge for its customers to pay for opening 
~XX codes. Pacific states that it has agreed not to require 
payment for charges f1'om other CLCs until the Commission . 
resolves this issue so that all carrierd will ~~ceiv~ NXX codes 
at the same rate. Finally, Pacific concludes that the PB/MFS 
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contract' ~ NXX code assignment arrangements will not exacel"bate 
number exhaust. 

Pacific claims that, contral-y to the assert ions of DRA and the 
Coalition, there is nothing discriminator}~ or anti-competitive 
about its provision of unbundled loops. Pacific maintains that 
the PB/MFS contract is available to other carriers under the 
same terms and conditions as those offered NFS. 1\s part of such 
an PB/MFS contract, carriers would have access to unbundled 
loops. Pacific states that ORA and the Coalition's assertion 
that MFS will receive 50\ of the total loop capacity is 
incorrect. MFS contends that DRA and the Coalition's assertion 
concerning loop capacity is conjecture without any supporting 
evidence. 

Pacific and MFS argue that their reciprocal call termination 
compensation agreement is allowable, evell though the Commission 
has adopted mutual compensation for call termination .. Pacific 
contends that by adopting mutual compensation in the interim, 
the Commission did not prohibit reciprocal compensation. 
Pacific claims that the Commission's inVitation to negotiate 
intercoJ'mection terms was an invitation to resolve 
interconnection compensation as \\'ell. MFS states that the 
Commission's Competition Order (0.95-07-054) explicitly invites 
LECs and CLCs to seek Commission approval for ca\l termination 
compensation arrangements athel- than bill-and-keep. 

Pacific and MFS contend that since the toll termination rate in 
the PB/MFS contl-act is not a switched access rate, the 
limitation on contracts for switched access in the IRD 
(0.94-09-065) and Local Transport Restructuring (0.95-12-020) 
decisions are irrelevant. Pacific states that toll termination 
is not switched acce~s and that the PB/MFS contract indicates 
that switched access traffic cannot be completed oVer the type 
of trunks covered by the agreement. MFS states that switched 
access is a service pl"ovided to Inter-Exchange Carriel"s, not 
Local Exchange Carriers. In addition, both Pacific and MFS 
assert that· the price they have agreed to for toll tel-mination 
is not lower, but the same as the average per minute price 
charged under tariffed rates for switched access. 

Pacific agrees with the Coalition that the PB/MFS contract is 
not meant to be precedential on any pending comrnission 
decisions, while MFS argues that any discussion about whether or 
not the PB/MFS cont'ract should be precedential for disposing 
issues periding in the local competition rUlemaking should b~ 
discussed in that pi-oceeding and are irrelevant to the 
Commission's consideration of the PB/MFS contract. Both Pacific 
and MFS contest the Coalition's list of assertions concerning 
MFS's unique circumstances. According to Pacific and MFS: (1) 
MFS is not committed to limiting itself to downtown business 
customers in large cities; (2) Pacific argues that the 
Commission has not mandated bill and keep, while MFS contends 
that the Commission invited carriers to negotiate other call 
termination charge arrangements; (3) Pacific and MFS argue- that 
the $3.25 rate for interim number pol-tabi.lity is reasonable; (4) 
Pacific and MFS contend that the rate for unbundled loops will 
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allow MFS to compete, even for residential customers; (5) the 
collocation terms are workable; (6) the NXX arrangement will not 
exacerbate number exhaust; (7) the tandem switching charge is 
reasonable and sensible. 

Pacific and MFS argue that the Companion Agreement is irrelevant 
for considera.tion about the PB/MFS contract. MFS ar9ues that 
Pacific and MFS cannot derail Commission consideration of issues 
in a pl."oceeding. The Companion Agreement does not settle any 
issues or limit the participation of either party in Commission 
proceedings. Finally, MFS at"gues that the PUt-pOse of Commission 
review of the PB/l-WS contra.ct is to detel-mine whether it is 
anti-competitive or discriminatory: The shared policy pbsitions 
in the Companion Agreement cannot be considered anti-competitive 
or discriminatory conduct. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

A. scope of The MFS/PB Contract 

In its protest, the Coalition claims that theMFS/PB contract 
exceeds the-scope of issued allowed. in 0.95-07-054 for an 
intel.'connection agreement. The Coalition recommends that the 
agreement be t-efiled in two parts: (1) An AL addl."essing just 
the interconnection issues as outlined in D.95-07~054t and (2) A 
stipulation and/o}.- settiememtaccording to the Commission's 
Roles of practice and Procedure. We agree with the Coalition 
that the MFS/PB contract exceeds our definition of an 
interconnection agreement, as we outlined in D.95-07-054. Irt 
0.95-12-056 W~ added detail to our definition of an 
interconnection agreement. In that decision, we allowed parties 
to file agl.-eements that "address issues beyond the scope of 
intercont)ection" and would tt-eat those contt-acts as G.O. 96-A 
contracts (D.95-12-056, P. 40). Pacific submitted its co
catTier interconnection agreement as permitted by 0.95-07-054. 
We will- treat AL No. 17879 and the attached MFs/pB contract as a 
contract filed by advice letter requesting authority in 
accordance with G.O. 96-A. 

B. Companion Agreement 

The coalition and DRA reveal that a companion agreement to the 
one contained in AL No. 17879 was signed by MFS and Pacific. 
This agreement, contained in the Coalition's protest, represents 
MFS support of Pacific's policy positions in a variety of 
proceedings before the Commission. In its response, Pacific 
asserts that the companion agreement is not a prerequisite to 
the interconnection agreement. Pacific states its Willingness 
to enter into contracts similar to that in AL No. 17879 with any 
carrier that desires to without a companion agreement. We agree 
with the Coalition and ORA that the companion agi.-eement. should 
NOT be a requirement either for MFS or for other carriers to . 
obtain a contract similar to the MFS/PBcontract. Accordingly, 
we note that our conditional approval of the agreement, as 
outlined below, is limited to the agreement filed under AL No. 
17879. 
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C. Fair and Equal Access Lo compcLiL~on I.imiting Resourceo 

As the Coalition 110tes in its protest, the MFS/PB contract 
addresses many of the resources that CLCs will need to compete 
in the local exchange market. We share the Coalition's concern 
that some of these resources are scarce. In the MFS/PB 
contract, MFS access to these resoUrces is established by terms 
and l,-ates. Many of these terms and rates are 1Ieing l.-esolved by 
the Commission 1n the Local Competition and OANAD prOceedings. 
We will require Pacific to make all rates in the MFS/PB contract 
subject to future modification by the Commission. This 
requirement comports with G.O. 96-A, Section-X, which requires 
all contracts presented for Commission approval to contain 
substantially the following condition:_ 

This contract shall at all-times be subject to such 
changes or modifications by the Public utilities 
Co~mi$sion of the state of California as said 
Commission may, from time to time, direct in the 
exercise of its jurisdiction. 

As the commission resolves r~tes and terms for services/network 
compOnents contained in the MFS/PB contract, we may require 
Pacific to mOdify the l.-ates and terms in the contract to comport 
with the Commission I s l"esol llt ion of these issues. Be low, \o.'e 
addl-ess term and conditions beyond rates for NXX codes, . 
unbundled loops, call termination and interim number portability 
provided by CLC remote call fot~arding. 

1. NXX Codes 

In the MFS/PB contract, MFS will be assigned allNXX codes it 
needs without charge, ~hich will maintain call rating . 
consistency. The Coalition and DRA pt-otest this provision 
because Pacific is supposed to be neutral in its role as code 
administratol-, NXX codes at-e a known scarce reSOUt-ce, and free 
codes are contrary to Pacific's position inR.95~04~043/ 
1.95-04-044, phase II .. We share the Coalition's and ORA's 
concern that chat-ging different entities different rates for the 
same service may be discriminatory. In addition, the commission 
believes it is important to price scarce resources efficiently 
to avoid wasteful use of those resources. The actual 
determination of scarcity and appropriate cost for NXX code 
openings are issues pending befo:re the Commission. In 
R.95-04-043/I.95-04-044, the Commission intends to address both 
the appropriate cost for opening NXX codes and r~covery of those 
costs. Until the Commission has resolved the NXX code cost 
issue; we require Pacific to create a memorandum account and to 
book the costs associated with opening NXX codes into that 
accoUnt. When the Commission dete~-miiles costs for NXX code 
openittgs and a rec6velcy mechanism, p~cific should apply the cost 
and recovery mechanism to the balance of the memorandum account 
in accorda~ce with the commission disposition of this issue. 
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Due to our concern about the possibility of premature number 
exhaust resulting from the fl-ee opening of NXX codes, we will 
also pl-ohibit Pacific from providing more than one code opening 
per rating area at this time. Additional code openings may be 
pel-mitted if MFS can demonstrate in an advice letter that 
utilization warrants additional codes at the time the advice 
letter is filed. 

pendin~ outcome of the proceeding addressing NXX code 
provis1oning, Pacific shall honor requests for code openings by 
other competitive loc~l carriers under the same terms described 
above. However, Pacific must provide NXX code openings to other 
CLe's without imposing a requirement to agree to any of the 
other tel-rns and conditions contained in the agreement under 
consideration here. 

2. Unbundled Loops 

Both ORA's and the Coalition's protests raise concern that MFS 
will get preferential access to Pacific's loops. In its 
reSponse, pac~fic asserted that any carrier that signs a similar 
agreement woul~receive loops with the same priority as MFS. 
Even with Pacific's aS6Ul-ance that similarly situated carriers 
would receive the same number of loops, we share the . 
protestants' concern about preferential treatment over carriers 
that do not enter into contracts similar to the MFS/PB contract. 
In our O~AD proceeding we will detei:mine terms and conditions 
that ensure that unbundled loops will be available on a non
discriminatory basis. 

In addition, we believe unbundled loops are an essential input 
needed to establish multiple ubiquitous networks. The rates 
Pacific and MFS agreed to in the contract must not confer on MFS 
an undue competitive advantage because the loops are priced 
below cost. Therefore, we will reqUire Pacific to modify the 
loop pl.-ices contained in the agreement to be no lower than the 
TSLRIC based cost floors adopted in our O~~AD proceeding when 
the issue is resolved. We do not intend to modify the agreement 
if prices for loops in the agreement meet or exceed those we 
adopt in OANAD. The MFS/PB contract contains performance 
guarantees and other conditions that we suspect were factored 
into the price MFS and Pacific agreed to in the contract. Our 
restriction on the price Pacific may charge for loops will 
assure us that this resource is not priced anti-competitively 
and allow Pacific and MFS to maintain the balance between tel-ms 
and conditions and rates. 

We are concerned that if, in th~ future, PacifiC Bell makes 
unbundled loops available only upon the condition that 
purchasers pay a call termination charge for interconnection, 
such action may constitute an unlawful tying arl"angement , in 
violation of state and federal anti-trust laws. ''Ie expect 
Pacific Bell to negotiate the terms of unbundled loops and the 
terms of call termination independently. 
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In the MFS/PB contract, the parties agreed to rates to terminate 
toll traffic that differ from the switched access rates adopted 
in D.94-09-065 and 0.95-12-020, according to the Coalition. The 
Coalition argues that D.95-12-020 prevents Pacific from 
contracting for local transport portion of switched access and 
D.94-09-065 prevellts Pacific from contracting for switched 
access at other than tariffed rates. Pacific responds that toll 
termination is tlot switched access and even if the Commission 
treated toll termination as switched access, the rate in the 
contract is equal to an average toll termination rate. 

We a~ree with the Coalition that Pacific should not include toll 
tenn1nation rates in the MFS/PB contract. Pacific may reference 
that toll termination will be provided at tariffed rates through 
the switched access tariff. We do not accept Pacific's al.'gurnent 
that toll termination is different from switched access. If 
Pacific desires to offer toll termination as a non-tariffed 
network element, it must demonstrate that toli termination rates 
are equal or greater than its costs. This data was not 
submitted by Pacific. 

4. Interim Number Portability 

As with unbundled loops, \~e believe that intet-im number 
portability is an essential element that competitors will need. 
We will require Pacific to modify the interim number portability 
price, as pl.-ovided by remote call fonyarding, contained in the 
agreement to be no lower than the TSLRIC based cost floors 
adopted in our OANAD proceeding when the iSsue is l.-esolved. 

D. Call Termination Rates 

In its protest, the coalition argues that the inclusion of call 
termination rates overrides the Commission's adopted policy of 
bill and keep. Pacific and MFS respOlld that D.95-07-054, page 
39 allows for parties to "agree to a compensation agreement 
other than bill and keep" and to seek approval via an advice 
letter. 

We wish to clarify that it was our intent in D.95-07-654 that 
the rules on interconnection adopted in that decision, inclUding 
the bill and keep policy on call tel-mination, do not apply \yhere 
parties to a proposed contract mutually agree to the contract 
terms. (See D.95-07-054, pages 37-39.) Thus, we agree with 
Pacific and MFS that a contract may contain compensation 
arrangements other than bill and keep. Aftel.- the Commission 
reviews the apPl'opriateness of the bill and keep policy and if 
the Commission determines a call te1-mination rate, the 
termination rate in this agreement will be subject to 
modification. 
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In its protest, the Coalition l.-ecommends that" the Cormnission not 
use the MFS/PB contract as a public policy template. In its 
responses, both Pacific and MFS agree in part with the Coalition 
that the contract does not have to serve as a template for 
resolution of issues pending before the Commission in the Local 
Competition and OANAD proceeding. We agree with the parties 
that this agreement should not serve as a public policy 
template, and remind both the protestants and parties to the 
contract that we clarified in 0.95-12-056 that interconnection 
contracts \-.'ould not be accorded pl.-ecedential. nature in the 
revhn'l process (P.41). Furthet-, the Commission is permitting 
pal.-ties to enter this agreement based on parties desire to entel.
the agreement and upon their assertions about the details. 

FINDINGS 

1. Pacific filed Advice Letter No. 11879 requesting Commission 
approval of a co-carrier interconnection agreement between 
itself and MFS Intelenet of California, Inc. 

2. The Advice Letter and contract as modified in this 
Resolution conform to the requirements of Decision 95-07-054, 
0.95~12-056 and G.O. 9G-A. 

3. The protests of the Coalition and DRA to the overly broad 
and potentially anti-competitive nature of the contract have 
some mel.-it. 

4.. The MFS/PB contract is beyond the scope of an 
interconnection agreement as defined iri 0.95-07-054 and 
0.95-12-056. 

5. Pacific Bell Advice Letter 11879 and the agreement included 
therein will be treated as a contract filed in accordance with 
G~O. 96-A. 

6. The PB/MFS contract should be modified to comport with the 
discussion section Of this Resolution. 

o Pacific shoUld include the G.O. 96-A. Section X 
requirement that the contract is subject to modification 
by the Commission. 

o Rates in the contract are subject to adjustment to 
conform to rates established by the Commission in future 
decisions. 
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o Pacific should book NXX code opening costs into a 
memorandum account associated with opening codes for HFS 
under the PB/MFS contract. When the Commission 
establishes costs for NXX code openings and a recovery 
mechanism, Pacific should apply the costs and recovery 
mechanism to the memorandum account. 

o Pacific should limit MFS to one code opening per NXX 
rating area until.MFS can demonstrate in an advice letter 
that its utilization warrants additional NXX codes. 

o Pacific should modify, if necessary, the loop rates in 
the contract such that the rates are no lower than TSLRIC 
ba~ed cost floors developed in the OANAD proceeding. 

o Pacific shOUld mOdify, if ~ecessary, the interim number 
portability rates in the contract such that the rates are 
no lower than TSLRIC based cost floors developed in the 
OANAD proceeding. 

o Pacific should remove the toll termination rates 
contained in the contract. Pacific may only offer toll 
termination through its switched access tariff to be 
consistent with D.95-12-020. 

7. The call termination rates contained in the MFS/PB contract 
are in accordance withD.95-07-054. 

8. After the Commission reviews the appropriateness of the 
bill and keep pOlicy and if the Commission determines a call 
terminatiotl rate, the termination l-ate in this agreement will be 
subject to modification. 

9. The MFS/PB contract should not be accorded any precedential 
value in either the approval of other intei..-connection contracts 
or in resolving issues pending in the Local Competition and 
OANAD proceedings. 

10. This resolution authorizes Pacific Bell to enter into the 
contract as modified. Mere authorization of this contract does 
not compel Pacific bell to enter into ~his specific 
arrangement. 

THERE~~RE, IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. Authority is granted to make Pacific Bell Advice Letter No. 
17879 and the associated contract as modified by this Resolution 
effective. 

2. Pacific may supplement Advice Letter No. 17879 to 
incorporate the changes detailed in the "Discussion" and 
"Findings" of this Resolution within 10 days. 
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· . Resolution T-1S824 
Pacific AL 17819/JOL 

January 11, .1996 

3. Pacific Bell Advice l..etter No. 17819 and the associated 
contract shall become effective 5 days following Pacific Bellis 
submittal of a supplement that incorporates the changes ordel."ed 
in this Resolution. 

The effective date of this Resolution is today 

1 hereby certify that this Resolution was adopted by the Public 
Utilities Coro~ission at its regular meeting on January 17, 1996. 
The following Commissioners approved it! 
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